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TORFAEN PSB ANNUAL REPORT 2019
1. Introduction and background
Torfaen Public Services Board (PSB) brings together public
services operating in Torfaen and members representing our
borough, town and community councils; our local health board;
our fire and police services; our natural environment; our housing
associations; our leisure and third sector services; and our prison
and probation services.
Our aim is to improve the well-being of places and people in
Torfaen.

each of the seven national well-being goals. The Act also sets
out five ways of working. These can be seen in figure 1 below.

The Torfaen PSB website www.torfaenpublicservicesboard.co.uk
tells you more about us and our activities; who we are and what
the law says we must do. This includes assessing the well-being
of places in Torfaen and writing a well-being plan. We must do
these things every five years.
Our first Assessment of Well-being was published in May 2017
and the first Well-being Plan was published in May 2018.
Our well-being plan sets the direction on how we will work
together to start to address the big issues. These are the issues
the assessment of well-being told us we need to look at.
Our PSB activity is focused on areas which can only be
addressed by all public services working together. Activity which
is the responsibility of any one organisation continues to be
delivered by that organisation – e.g. hospital services are
delivered by the health board, education services are delivered
by the local authority.

Figure 1: Source Welsh Government

We know that improving well-being is not something that can be
done quickly – if the solutions were easy we would already be doing
them. Welsh Government and the Future Generations
Commissioner know this too and support us to explore and find out
what we can do together.

The Well-being of Future Generations (Wales) Act (referred to in
this report as the Act) set up PSBs in 2016 to improve economic,
social, environmental and cultural well-being and to work towards
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There are three ways to find out about our progress in year
one:
 A series of short films

We have used the assessment of well-being to provide evidence
of the areas we need to focus on now; going forward we will
update the assessment with the latest information, review the
evidence and revise our activities if necessary.
Our first Plan sets out seven well-being objectives where we feel
we can deliver improvements over the next 25 to 30 years. In short
they are to:


Look after our natural areas



Prepare for and respond to climate change



Give children and young people the best possible start in life



Support healthy lifestyles and help people to age well



Help people in poverty and try to reduce poverty in the future



Improve local skills so businesses can employ people from
Torfaen



Make people feel safe



This written report and its appendices detailing our progress
for regional and local work



‘At a glance’ diagrams for each of the seven well-being
objectives. These are in section 7 of this report (pages 11 –
17) and posted separately on the website

All are available on the PSB website
www.torfaenpublicservicesboard.co.uk

Board members and officers from across our organisations have
started to agree early actions, looking at what is already going on
and where the PSB can provide added value. Some of our early
work is further research and making better connections to our
communities. See section 4 for more information.
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2. Regional work
Some members of Torfaen PSB sit on other PSBs within the
Gwent1 area and we work together on the things that are
important to all five PSBs.

3. The Board
Some of us already knew each other and had worked together
before. Some people were new to the area. When we first came
together as a PSB we got on with completing the assessment of
need and developing the well-being plan in order to meet the
deadlines set out in the Act.

We have six common areas where it is best we work at a regional
level rather than a local level. We have been able to draw down
Welsh Government funding to support this work – funding which
is not available to individual PSBs. Using this money, during
2018/19 we have been able to:


We have taken time to strengthen the way we work together,
reflecting on our connections and relationships with each other
and our aspirations as a joint board. We will take more time in
2019/20 to understand the pressures each organisation is under
that affects contributions to the PSB agenda, how and where we
can help each other.

Bring in expert help to look at what could happen in the
future in Gwent and in each PSB area. These things
might happen because of natural, political, technical,
legal, business or other reasons.



We have also used these experts to develop a
Community Future Risk Register for Torfaen and
Newport. These two pieces of work will help us over the
next few years, to better prepare our organisations and
communities to meet future challenges.



Carry out a study of electric vehicle charging points
across Gwent and where public services could use
electric vehicles; this is part of the regional priority work
towards us being more resilient to climate change.

We have spent time on formal PSB business and used workshops
to give more time to developing our relationship, collective values
and how we will lead together to deliver our well-being plan. To
resource our work so far, some partners have put funding on the
table, some have given officers time to focus on PSB work and
others are still awaiting the opportunity to contribute.
As a Board, we have considered reports on how we can make
changes within our organisations so collaborative working
becomes normal behaviour. It is a huge task to change the culture
of organisations and people’s behaviour, including our own. We
are only just getting to the more difficult conversations on
resources – how we will use our assets, the people who work in
our organisations and our budgets – to develop and deliver our
future work and share any risks.

We have also taken advantage of other funding where joint
applications are welcomed over single organisations. Information
on the six regional objectives can be seen in Appendix 1 and
funding details are at Appendix 3.

We have taken part in the Wales Audit Office pilot on how public
bodies responded to the Act and developed their well-being
objectives. Although the PSB itself is not subject to a formal audit,

The rest of this report tells you what else Torfaen PSB has been
doing during 2018/19 and what we will be doing next.
1

Gwent is a geographical area not a single local government area. It is made up of BlaenauGwent, Caerphilly, Monmouthshire, Newport and Torfaen.
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most of the member organisations that make up the PSB are. Each
one will be audited on their contribution to their local PSB and how
the PSB agenda influences and affects their corporate agenda and
behaviours.

Between September 2018 and March 2019 we have started our
journey with the graduate and senior members of Academi Wales,
to develop ourselves into a ‘Healthy Board’2 , having identified a
common set of values (Accountability, Integrity and Collaboration)
and are beginning to clarify how we will operate as a Board.

Throughout 2017/18 the Wales Audit Office observed our PSB
meetings and held interviews with board members and officers;
they reported their findings in late 2018 concluding that, as a PSB,
we worked well together in using the assessment of well-being
(which included engagement with our communities and
stakeholders such as local businesses) to set our local objectives
and develop our first well-being plan. This has been pleasing and
welcome news but we know we now need to do more to deliver
the intended well-being improvements into our communities.

Next we need to make sure that people throughout our
organisations are aware of, and committed to, the PSB agenda as
well our own corporate work. We will focus on this during 2019/20.
Some members of the Board are sponsoring the seven well-being
objectives and supporting the lead officers. The next section
provides progress updates on each of these objectives.

In September 2018, we welcomed a high-flying graduate at the
start of their two year course with Academi Wales as part of their
One Welsh Public Service Leadership programme. Torfaen is one
of just two PSBs hosting an Academi Wales graduate and the only
one to offer the chance to be involved at a very senior level;
looking at current behaviours and actions of all board members
and lead officers and how PSB work is being taken into each
organisation. By adopting the role of critical friend, the graduate
is providing additional research and advice to that of local officers
and external challenge to help the Board in our development. Four
PSB members are providing 50% of the cost, match funded by
Welsh Government. The four partners – Torfaen CBC, Natural
Resources Wales, Melin Homes and Aneurin Bevan University
Health Board - will each host the graduate for six months over the
full two-year period.

Source: TCBC Graphics – Members of Torfaen PSB, May 2019

2

Link to the Healthy Boards programme https://academiwales.gov.wales/pages/boardbehaviours-culture-and-responsibility-cyfrifoldeb-diwylliant-ac-ymddygiad-y-bwrdd
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4. Officer Support Group
This group is made up of officers leading on a specific objective or
providing overarching advice and support. The officers come from
across PSB partners and membership can be seen at:
http://www.torfaenpublicservicesboard.co.uk/en/AboutUs/Partnerships.aspx

together at a regional and local level, to better look after our
natural areas, will help towards supporting people to improve their
well-being now and in the future.
Our work to mitigate and adapt to climate change is being done
at a regional level as this is something other PSBs in the Gwent
area are working towards too. We are benefiting from regional
grants and connections to wider work across the South Wales
area. In our first year we have focused on electric vehicles –
charging points and public service fleets as well as charging points
for public use - hydrogen fuel cell vehicles and, learning from past
experiences to extreme weather events. This work will help us to
take action in the coming years and work with our communities to
reduce carbon emissions and be better prepared for changes to
weather patterns.

Taking guidance from the Board sponsor, the lead officers for each
objective have involved members of the public, people working
across public services and, in some cases, private businesses.
We have used this first year to look at what we are doing already
across our individual organisations and what is happening
elsewhere in the UK or in other countries. We have looked deeper
at what is happening in our communities and explored what works
well elsewhere, what lessons can be learnt and, what we can bring
to Torfaen to achieve our objectives and improve well-being.
Some of our work has been at a regional level as in section 2, and
some has been more local.

To give children and young people a best start in life we have
reviewed the work we were already doing, which was largely to
improve academic qualifications. We have brought in other
partners (such as Coleg Gwent, Careers Wales and the DWP) to
work with us, developing four themes which we will now take
action on. This includes improving how we involve children and
young people to be part of the decisions that affect their lives now
and into the future.

We have secured some external funding through national grants
available from Welsh Government and Natural Resources Wales.
Partners have also made financial contributions to help progress
our early work. All funding sources are set out in Appendix 3. As
the paragraph above, the funding has been used to support our
early explorations and learning so we are not able to articulate the
social return on investments yet. However, we will try to do this in
future reports as our work starts to impact on our communities and
citizens.

In our Well-being Plan we said we would look at a place-based
approach and focus our first steps on Blaenavon. We have done
this through our objective to support healthy lifestyles and enable
people to age well; we chose this objective for our focus as health
and social care services were starting to use the Primary Care
Resource Centre to work better together and to better connect with
other services such as the Police, Council and Third Sector
services. We secured a small grant from Welsh Government
Smart Living Fund to look at opportunities to make the community
more sustainable, developing a ‘blue print’ that we can use

We have secured funding from Welsh Government and local
partners to develop a Green Infrastructure Strategy for Torfaen.
This is looking at the green spaces that public services own in the
borough and how we can look after it and use it to benefit wellbeing; from planting pollinators and grass-cutting regimes to
footpaths and access. This, along with other work we are doing
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together with the community, to make the changes that will have
the most benefit in the longer term. We can then use the principles
of this ‘blue print’ to work in other communities across Torfaen
adapting to each one as different circumstances occur. This work
is closely connected to the Regional Partnership Board (RPB),
which is a health and social care partnership covering the Gwent
area, and their Area Plan.

We have developed an action plan and will start to implement this
in 2019/20.
We have brought together our local policing services with other
PSB partners and have enhanced the work we are doing to
improve community safety and cohesion. We have used some
early work in Blaenavon, through the ‘Redeeming Our
Communities’ funded project, to connect with local people and
work with them to understand concerns over community well-being
including support for families, the alleviation of loneliness and
isolation, crime and anti-social behaviour reduction, opportunities
and fresh hope for young people. This project brought members
of the community together and several people now volunteer and
lead local activities.

The RPB is established under the Social Services and Wellbeing
(Wales) Act and must work to improve the health and well-being
of the people living in our areas. Some of their work is responding
to increased demand and how they can re-organise and deliver
services to those in critical need, now and into the future. Some of
the RPB work is developing more preventative actions that help
people to be as well and independent as possible and this is where
links are being made to the PSB work – not just in relation to our
work on supporting healthy lifestyles and enabling people to age
well, but to our other objectives that together, interact to support
well-being of our places and people.

Torfaen was the first area in Gwent to establish a Community
Safety Hub and this has greatly improved partners sharing
information and addressing local issues early on to prevent
escalation. This model has now been extended to the other four
areas.

We have used workshops to bring together the organisations
already involved in helping people in poverty and responding to
the UK welfare reforms, with those working with higher education,
training, volunteering and local business leaders. This has helped
us to understand the complexity of supporting people now and
doing more to tackle patterns of poverty we see in some
communities and families.

There are seven themes that we are focussing on to improve
community safety and cohesion, and connections with the other
well-being objectives is strengthening relationships across our
services and with our communities.
The following pages give a visual overview of progress for each
objective and you can read more information on our work so far in
Appendix 2.

Much of this relates to our work to develop and support a local
workforce that have the skills to meet local and regional business
requirements; this will improve the economic resilience of
Torfaen and improve people’s chances of not being in poverty in
the future.

You can also view the short films at
http://www.torfaenpublicservicesboard.co.uk/en/AboutUs/MonitoringProgress.aspx
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5. Scrutiny
The Act requires PSBs to be scrutinised and we welcome this as
it helps us to understand how our work is perceived. The Torfaen
PSB Overview and Scrutiny Committee is made up of the five
chairs for the county borough council’s scrutiny committees.
These elected members have a breadth of experience and
knowledge that help them to scrutinise our work, engage Board
members and officers in discussion and, make recommendations
for us to take forward as part of our work programme.

6. Challenges and lessons learnt
We have been very positive in our approach to this complex and
complicated work programme; as we say earlier in this report, if
improving well-being was easy we would already be doing it.
We are challenged by how some funding grants are awarded,
setting tight criteria and limiting how monies can be used. Some
flexibility on how we can use grants to achieve our objectives
would be extremely helpful and warmly welcomed.
There are national drivers on when we must engage and consult
with our communities, which often leads to a number of calls on
communities in a fairly short period of time. We are working to
better share our local information gained from engagement and to
carry out joint engagement whenever possible. Better alignment
at a national level would be very helpful.

The PSB Overview and Scrutiny Committee scrutinised the Wellbeing Plan in February 2018, providing some guidance to officers
which shaped the published document. The Committee met again
in February 2019 and scrutinised the work we are doing on a
place-based approach and our developing programme to support
healthy lifestyles and enable people to age well. The Committee
recommendations include: how we communicate; that addressing
mental health is part of our ongoing work programme; and how
we intend to measure behavioural change across partner
organisations.

We are looking at how we can improve our engagement through
social media. Some organisations have limits on which platforms
they can use. We are also conscious that social media is a 24/7
culture where people seek immediate responses and we do not all
have the capacity to work in this way.

We are looking at all the recommendations and taking these into
account during 2019/20.

There are some areas of joint working that require input from
officers who are not closely connected to the PSB. There are times
when balancing the needs and demands of individual
organisations with those of partnership working are difficult to
manage and we need to do more to look at capacity and resource
to make sure our work progresses at pace.

You can view the reports to PSB scrutiny and the Committee
recommendations at:
http://www.torfaenpublicservicesboard.co.uk/en/AboutUs/PublicServicesBoardScrutiny.aspx
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Work we are doing
here delivers on the
national well-being
goals and we are using
the five ways of
working throughout
our activities

We have appointed a
volunteer coordinator so
we are better connected
with local people and
work together on
improving our natural
landscapes

See appendix 2
for more detail
on what we
have done for
this objective

PSB partners are working with local people,
town and community councils, schools and
sports clubs to identify current and future
recreation needs such as spaces for play, sport
and recreation, allotments, amenity areas and
natural green space. We can then work together
to provide and better manage these areas to
improve and support people's well-being

Develop a functional
connected network of
natural areas that
support the current and
future well-being needs
of local populations
We have secured expert help to
assist us to develop a joint green
infrastructure strategy which will
apply to all green spaces in public
ownership, and Common land
within the Blaenavon Ward
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We are working with local
people and conservation
experts to make our uplands
more resilient: Restoring our
peatlands & biodiversity
capturing carbon & mitigating
floods: reducing anti social
behaviour and landscape
crime on common lands;
restoring and managing areas
of heather; preventing
wildfires, flytipping & illegal
off-roading

Work we are doing
here delivers on the
national well-being
goals and we are using
the five ways of
working throughout
our activities

We have also been part of
an extended study to look at
the potential for hydrogen
powered vehicles amongst
public services and
hydrogen fuel cell charging
points. This complements
the electric vehicle study
allowing us to look at all
options for the future

See appendix 2
for more detail
on what we
have done for
this objective

Electric vehicle infrastructure review has looked
at where there are existing charging points and
where new ones could be sited. Alongside this
the review has looked at all the vehicles that
public services use and how many of these can
be electric or dual-fuelled in the future. This
review has covered the five areas of Gwent and
included most of the PSB partners

Develop adaption and
mitigation responses to
the impacts of climate
change

The work we are doing relating to
decarbonisation is at a Gwent level
but we are also working closely
with the Cardiff City Regional Deal
to share key lessons learnt and
explore opportunities for wider
connections in the future
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A study has taken place in the
north of Torfaen as part of a
regional project, to understand
extreme weather patterns and
how we cope with them.
Interviewing people in
Blaenavon on how they have
dealt with heat waves, flooding
and heavy snow falls and
putting that alongside what
public services have done in
these weather conditions to
help people and continue to run
services, will give us a better
understanding of what we need
to do in the future

Work we are doing
here delivers on the
national well-being
goals and we are using
the five ways of
working throughout
our activities

Positive Pathways is where
we are working to keep the
number of young people
who are not in eduction,
employment or training, as
low as possible. Problem
solving groups and partners
working together allows us
to help people early on and
support them to keep
engaged and find the right
path for themselves

See appendix 2
for more detail
on what we
have done for
this objective

Developing a wellbeing offer to children and
young people (0 - 25) has included mapping
services so we better understand what is
available, where and when; who these services
are for and how people can access them. This
will allow professionals and partners working
with families, children and young people to
plan and provide help more effectively

Provide children and
young people with the
best possible start in life

We are working to increase awareness of
Children's Rights and make sure all partners
know when and how to engage with
children and young people. We are also
working with young people to develop a
Torfaen Young Persons Parliament so it
brings together information for youth
forums and school councils and will be the
'go to place' for PSB partners to involve
them in all aspects of our work to improve
well-being for future generations
13

Early years includes
increasing the take-up of free
childcare and ensuring
families take up support for
langugae skills

Work we are doing
here delivers on the
national well-being
goals and we are using
the five ways of
working throughout
our activities

We have spoken with people
in Blaenavon and now
understand how much we
have to do to improve how
we work together. We are
just starting on this journey
and will keep involving
people to make sure we
realise what is working and
why and, what is not
working and why, so we can
really make the right
changes

See appendix 2
for more detail
on what we
have done for
this objective

We are keen to take a place-based approach to
as much of our work as possible and have used
this objective to explore and test out ways of
doing this in Blaenavon. As one of our smaller
communities where all partners are trying to
improve the lives of people who live and work
there - and those people are mostly engaged in
trying to make things better too - it has given us
a good base to start from and work out how we
can work together to best make the most
positive impact

Support healthy lifestyles
and enable people to age
well

Working with Blaenavon Town
Council, we have secured funding
for them to host a community
manager to manage and develop
projects to ensure we work
together better, to tackle health
and well-being inequalities
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We have secured a grant
from Welsh Government
Smart Living fund to explore
smarter systems of working
for public services; smarter
technology; and smarter
behaviours. We have looked
at what has been tried
elsewhere, what has worked
or not worked, and why. We
are using this information to
shape our next steps

Work we are doing
here delivers on the
national well-being
goals and we are using
the five ways of
working throughout
our activities

We have looked at the work
of the Welfare Reform
Project Group to understand
what other work we need to
do to support families and
prevent children and
grandchildren being in
poverty when they grow up

The Welfare Reform Project Group brings
partners together from advice and support
services with local authority and DWP officers.
This Group looks at national policy on benefits,
local patterns of poverty and what servives are
available. It has developed a campaign to try
and help people in poverty manage their
money and pay their bills

Tackle the intergenerational patterns of
poverty and develop
economic resilience

Our work programme is closely
connected to the objective to
develop skills and has three
themes for us to focus on:
See appendix 2
for more detail
on what we
have done for
this objective

Deveoping skills; Coordinating
services; Maximising opportunities
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We have held workshops and
one to one meetings with
local, regional and national
partners to better
understand the legislation
and policies as well as
current services. We have
used this to develop a work
programme which we will
start to deliver in 2019

Work we are doing
here delivers on the
national well-being
goals and we are using
the five ways of
working throughout
our activities

We have met with businesses, colleges, career
advisors, leaders of apprenticeship schemes and
public service managers. We have gathered
information on Employability work, the
Foundational Economy, Labour Market Intelligence,
Planning, volunteering & training programmes,
Apprenticeships, EU policy and external funds,
procurement across public services, community
hubs, Cardiff City Regional Deal and, the Valleys
Taskforce

We will coordinate
public services so we are
not competing against
one another and can use
our expertise, systems
and information to
better support people
and the local economy

See appendix 2
for more detail
on what we
have done for
this objective

Improve local skills
through work-force
planning, training,
apprenticeships, and
volunteering
opportunities

We will maximise opportunities and support people
to raise their aspirations and reach their potential.
We will work with local businesses and employers to
develop the skilled workforce they need. We will link
with work happening to tackle patterns of poverty by
increasing quality & affordable homes, digital
technologies to keep people connected and exploit
opportunities from the Cardiff City Regional Deal and
Valleys Taskforce
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We are using the information
we have gathered to do
more to support people
develop skills that local and
regional businesses are
looking for now and into the
future

Work we are doing
here delivers on the
national well-being
goals and we are using
the five ways of
working throughout
our activities

Health and the Fire
Service have worked
together to identify
vulnerable patients
(dementia, age,
disability) and provided
home safety advice and
alarms.

We have just started
working with 9 - 11 year
olds in Blaenavon
Primary School on the
Mini Police initiative

See appendix 2
for more detail
on what we
have done for
this objective

We have used the Community Safety Hub to
bring partners together, discuss any hot spots
and plan early responses from the best
organisation or services for that situation.
When necessary we have mobilised quick time
responses to address community issues before
they escalated. Working together we have been
able to reduce deliberate grass fires

Create safe, confident
communities and
promote community
cohesion
We used information from the
police, fire service, health and
others to provide local pictures of
crime and anti social behavour for
Cwmbran, Pontypool and
Blaenavon so we can plan our
services better and respond to
changing patterns and incidents
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We have shared information
about young people in
schools to plan support to
the child and family to
prevent involvement in crime
or anti social behaviour from
getting worse.
We have worked with 14 - 25
year olds to raise awareness
and educate them of healthy
and unhealthy relationships
aimed to keep them safe on
line and in person

8. In summary
Our Well-being Plan sets out a long term vision and framework to improve well-being for the places and people of Torfaen over the next
25 to 30 years. During this first year we have worked together as a Board to develop our relationships and understanding of how each
partner can contribute to improving well-being in Torfaen. We have asked officers from across our organisations to take the lead on the
varying work programmes and are supporting them as they take ‘deeper dives’ and explore underlying causes, best practice and possible
solutions to the seven objectives set out in our Well-being Plan. We have involved our communities and are developing this further so
more people feel and become involved.
Our early work is leading us to actions that will start to have an impact and we will be doing more to change our own behaviours and
taking action that we believe will help us all to achieve our goals and improve well-being for our future generations.
We provide more detail in the appendices on what we have been doing and where we are heading. Appendix one gives information on
the regional priorities and Appendix two sets out what we have done so far on each of our local objectives. Appendix 3 provides an
overview of funding we have secured during 2018/19. Where this funding has been at a regional level we show a proportional sum for
Torfaen with a note that we are benefitting from the wider sums awarded.
Thank you for reading this report and taking an interest in our work.
Torfaen Public Services Board
You can contact us at:
Public Services Support Unit,
Torfaen County Borough Council,
Civic Centre,
Pontypool
NP4 6YB
Email: pssu@torfaen.gov.uk
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APPENDIX 1 – REGIONAL PRIORITIES
The table below shows the agreed priorities across the five Gwent PSBs with a brief progress report for each.
The Gwent Green Grid
This work is about us making the best use of our natural resources to promote well-being. It is being led by Natural Resources Wales
bringing together practitioners from across the region to form a Gwent Green Grid Partnership. During 2018/19 this group identified
the strategic actions to enable local delivery:
 Identify local opportunities for our protected sites, natural and built environment to contribute towards the resilience of wider priority
habitat networks in the region. These opportunities for improving ecosystem resilience and ecosystem service delivery should
support ecological connectivity between sites, across boundaries and at a landscape scale.
 Embed a new collaborative culture across the region regarding Green Infrastructure management, wellbeing opportunities and
the added value of collaborative working;
 Tackle the threats to resilient ecosystems at the appropriate scale;
 Realise efficiency of service delivery;
 Roll out best practice approaches throughout the region.
Working together a joint funding bid was prepared and we received confirmation in March 2019 that we have secured £1.8m from
Welsh Government through their ‘Enabling Natural Resources and Wellbeing in Wales’ grant stream. With 20% match funding this
will provide a total value of £2.2m over the next 3 years (hosted by Monmouthshire County Council) plus a further £562k to fund an
integrated evidence base under the Resilient Greater Gwent bid (led by Blaenau-Gwent County Borough Council). This money will
support a regional officer and activities, working across the area with all PSB partners over the next three years, to lead collaborative
actions that consider the health of ecosystems and the required interventions at the appropriate scale.
This will be done by looking at the root cause and prevention of threats and risks to long term resilience. Then trialling behavioural
change interventions where we learn from and scale up best practice.
Through this regional objective members of all five PSBs in the Gwent area have made a commitment to planning and delivering for
future generations and considering the longer term (climate impacts) of all existing policies and practice.
This work will complement our local PSB activity to develop a functional network of natural areas, as reported in section 4 of the main
report.
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Climate Ready Gwent
This is about us working towards climate resilience and reducing the regions carbon emissions and is also being led by Natural
Resources Wales (NRW) working with all PSB partners across the Gwent area.
Electric Vehicle Charging Point Infrastructure Study
Funding contributions have been combined from NRW, Welsh Government, the five local authorities, Gwent Police, Aneurin Bevan
University Health Board and South Wales Fire & Rescue Service. This has allowed us to bring in experts from Urban Foresight to
undertake an electric vehicle charging point infrastructure study which has looked at specific sites across the region owned by PSB
partners (and which meet the Office for Low Emission Vehicles (OLEV) criteria for funding) to support rollout of electric charge points
- essentially looking at what needs to go where.
The study includes looking at plug-in options for vehicles owned and used by our services and vehicles owned by members of the
public; it will help us to look at our own sites and areas where plug-in owners have no dedicated off-street parking where they can
charge an electric vehicle and what funding we can source to address this.
This study was concluded in April 2019 and we will use the information to inform us of our next steps.
Electric Vehicle Fleet Review
The aim of this work is to identify which of our vehicles could potentially be replaced with electric fleet - essentially to undertake an
individual and a strategic overview fleet review for each of the five local authorities in Gwent plus Aneurin Bevan University Health
Board, South Wales Fire & Rescue Service and Gwent Police. NRW aren’t included in the bid because they had recently undertaken
their own fleet review – but they are linked in as strategic partners.
£75k funding was allocated from Welsh Government’s Decarbonisation Team and Welsh Government’s Energy Service (WGES)
(Carbon Trust and Energy Saving Trust) are delivering the project on our behalf.
We will use the information from this study to realise opportunities to reduce carbon emissions by creating a low carbon and
sustainable “pathway” for fleets in Gwent. This will involve:
 Agreeing opportunities for introducing Ultra Low Emission Vehicles (ULEVs) as part of a rolling programme for fleet
replacements i.e. supporting cost effective decisions in procuring, running and disposing of the public sector fleet in Gwent.
This will contribute to the overall efficiency of front-line services by reducing the delivery costs associated with transport.
 Agree opportunities and financial savings by the implementation of pool vehicles to reduce grey fleet mileage.
Hydrogen Fuel Cell (FC) fleet and charging point study
Monmouthshire County Council had already secured Welsh Government Smart Living funds to explore the potential for hydrogen FC
charging points and hydrogen FC fleet, appointing Jacobs and Element Energy to undertake this study. Smart Living agreed to extend
this review to the whole Gwent area to complement the electric vehicle study above and ensure a complete overview of both electric
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vehicle and hydrogen powered vehicle opportunities amongst Gwent PSB fleets. Currently there are fewer hydrogen vehicles
available on the market so there will be less bespoke solutions offered than the electric vehicle study but we will look at the key
findings of the study and identify any opportunities for piloting hydrogen powered vehicles amongst Gwent PSB fleets.
Wider Collaboration - Making the links to Cardiff City Regions Deal
Climate Ready Gwent has been able to share the project briefs for the Electric Vehicle Fleet Review and the Electric Vehicle Charging
Point Infrastructure Study, along with the key lessons learnt, with the team at Cardiff City Deal who are replicating the Climate Ready
Gwent approach. Going forward the Climate Ready Gwent plan will play an active role in shaping and developing a Regional Energy
Strategy for the wider Cardiff City Deal Region.
Learning from Lived Experiences
The Met Office’s UK Climate Projection (UKCP09) has identified several disruptive climate changes for Wales in the years ahead
such as rising sea level and increases in temperatures and frequency of extreme weather events. As identified in the five Well-being
Plans within the Gwent region, these changes have the potential to cause significant impacts to economic, environmental, social and
cultural well-being for the people of Wales.
Using Welsh Government funding (issued to PSBs on a regional basis) we have been able to bring in innovative and artistic
consultants to work with members of the public and capture their lived experience of communities and landscapes which have been
exposed to extreme weather events in the past so we can learn and better plan for / respond to such events in the future.
Local officers are fully engaged on all aspects of the work set out above as it meets and delivers on our local PSB objective around
developing adaption and mitigation responses to the impacts of climate change.
Funding has been provided at a regional level for all the above aspects of work, totalling £170k. Torfaen PSB benefits from this as it
is unlikely such funding would have been provided at a local level. Appendix 3 provides detail on the sources and sums of funding
for 2018/19.
Reduce cancer inequities
This work is being led by Aneurin Bevan University Health Board and the Gwent group of public service leaders and chief officers
(G10) has agreed to use the Director of Public Health 2018 annual report as the basis for developing actions across the region,
involving all PSB partners, to tackle the underlying issues. Officers have spent the second half of 2018/19 to detail the work and start
to build up relationships and networks with those staff best placed to progress the relevant actions. The Directors report can be seen
at:
http://www.wales.nhs.uk/sitesplus/documents/866/ABG%20DPH%20Annual%20Rep%20%2810%29.pdf
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One aspect is a Train the Trainer model for a Screening Champions pilot project to increase awareness in individuals in Gwent and
thus empower them to make an informed choice about participating in screening. By increasing the number of Trainers, the intention
is to increase the number of sessions delivered and thus the number of Screening Champions trained across Gwent. Actions for
2018/19 included:
 One Train the Trainer session was delivered in February by the Screening Engagement Team to nine individuals (‘Trainers’)
identified by the Public Health Team. These individuals included Public Health Team, Caerphilly Parent Network and Newport Live
staff.
 A programme of Screening Champions training is currently being developed in collaboration with local partners including the
voluntary sector, particularly targeting deprived areas, those who are sensory impaired etc. This programme will be shared with
the Gwent officer partnership when available. One Screening Champion training session has already been delivered, facilitated
by Torfaen Voluntary Alliance.
 A member of the Public Health Team is developing and going to deliver Train the Trainer to key individuals identified, ensuring we
have a network of Trainers across Gwent.
 An evaluation framework has been developed, allowing review of the pilot in March 2020.
This work supports our local objective for healthy lifestyles and ageing well.
Responsive Rural Community Connections
This work is being led by Monmouthshire County Council who have been successful in drawing down £1.25m from the UK Cabinet
Govtech Catalyst funding linked to the Small Business Research Initiative (SBRI) – which is to stimulate economic growth, enabling
small businesses to find new routes to market, whilst solving some of the big challenges that the Public Sector face. The SBRI
Challenge we are focusing on is to tackle the complex and widespread problem of loneliness which is rapidly becoming a social and
health epidemic for generations both young and old. In rural areas, loneliness and social isolation can be even more prevalent due
to aging demographics and limited transport provision.
https://www.monmouthshire.gov.uk/govtech_challenge
Five companies have done some initial work in the three months December 2018 to February 2019 and a further two companies will
be appointed by the UK Cabinet in Spring 2019 and awarded with a further £1m to develop products ready to launch onto the market.
The work which Monmouthshire CC is undertaking will involve other partners and provide learning that can be rolled out across our
communities, both rural and urban.
https://www.monmouthshire.gov.uk/2018/12/06/council-gathers-govtech-final-five-to-lift-loneliness-and-improve-transport-inmonmouthshire
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This work will support our local objective of economic resilience and improving skills to meet the future needs of businesses in our
area and impacts on our objective to support healthy lifestyles and enable people to age well
Opportunities to optimise Gwent Assets
Caerphilly CBC is leading our joint PSB approach, linking in to Welsh Government’s expansion of its National Assets Working Group;
this includes regional delivery groups, based on Health Board boundaries. By bringing asset managers together from across public
services the aim is to release efficiency savings, developing tools to enable and readily facilitate collaboration to take place. Early
discussions have been around getting the right people to the table and understanding the assets and pressures from each
organisation.
An ACE informed approach to public service delivery and community safety
This work is being led by the four Police & Crime Commissioners in Wales, the four Chief Constables and Public Health Wales. It is
looking to change the way in which police and partner agencies deal with the most vulnerable people in society. The Adverse
Childhood Experiences programme is looking at the early actions that affect people throughout their lives and how public services
can make a difference.
Work so far has included training police officers and housing officers to spot the signs of trauma and vulnerability and to be able to
respond early and effectively. Alongside this we are looking at the demand on our services, our capacity and systems to support our
officers when they come across a vulnerable person. We are looking at what our police control rooms and other front line contact
points do now and what additional support we need to give our officers. We are testing out new systems so we can improve
safeguarding and community safety with partners across our services.
This work underpins our local objective to give children and young people the best start in life and impacts on other objectives such
as healthy lifestyles and ageing well and, safe and confident communities.
Future Scenarios
Whilst not a separate regional priority, we have used funding from Welsh Government to support PSBs at a regional level to work
with specialists in looking at future scenarios and how they can impact on us as a region and in Torfaen. We need to be able to
anticipate things that might happen because of natural, political, technical, legal, business or other reasons. Ash Futures are experts
in their field and have helped us to consider what will happen to our communities, and our ability as public services to achieve and
sustain well-being. We have held workshops where our leaders and senior managers have come together with front line staff and
young people to look at a range of possible situations or scenarios that might arise. These included but were not confined to scenarios
due to global warming, increasing artificial intelligence (AI), economic growth or decline, population change, changes to local, regional
and national politics.
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We now have a lot of information and tools to help us take account of these possible scenarios and impacts when we are planning
our work programmes. This work is not an exact science and looking into the future is always subject to change as there are so many
influences and possibilities and we have to be mindful to keep watching and following developments. Using this information will help
us to be flexible in how we plan and adapt over the short, medium and longer term.
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APPENDIX 2 – TORFAEN WELL-BEING OBJECTIVES
The table below shows progress for each of the seven well-being objectives. Remember there are brief overviews in sections 4 and 7 of
the main report and you can view the short films at (www.torfaenpublicservicesboard.co.uk )
1. Develop a functional, connected network of natural areas that support the current and future well-being needs
of local populations.
Sponsor is Huw Jakeway, Chief Officer of South Wales Fire & Rescue Service
We have looked at three main areas of work during 2018/19 –
 Planning for Future Recreation Demand
We have completed a consultation exercise to assess playing pitch need for recreation, to inform a wider Green Infrastructure
Strategy and the forthcoming Local Development Plan. The scope covered Play Areas, Sports and Recreation Areas,
Allotments, Natural Green Space and Amenity spaces.
 Preparing a Comprehensive Green Infrastructure Strategy
Most PSB partners own land that include green spaces and all are committed to working together on the management of
these natural areas. We spent some months researching how we could best tackle this objective, concluding that we did not
currently have the expertise or capacity to fully address the issues we are facing.
We have been successful in drawing down grants from Welsh Government and Natural Resources Wales with contributions
from Torfaen CBC, Aneurin Bevan UHB, Gwent Police, Bron Afon Housing and Melin Homes, giving us a sum of £50k. This has
allowed us to appoint expert help to work with asset & estate managers, transport and other officers to:
 Build biodiversity and ecological resilience
 Tackle irresponsible use of green space
 Identify strategic opportunities to develop active travel networks and promote outdoor activity
 Build climate change resilience and better balance land use pressures
 Maximise opportunities for training, volunteering and apprenticeships related to the natural environment.
There is further work happening at a regional level which is reported in Appendix 1.
 Delivery of the S E Wales Resilient Uplands Project
This has several strands including:
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Peatland restoration to capture carbon, mitigate flooding, and restore biodiversity: Consultation with landowners,
commoners and project partners has led to the identification of several peatland restoration pilots. Practical restoration work
involving commoners and volunteers will begin in the autumn of 2019.
The British: Preparation of Commons management plans for the surrounding commons. Practical measures to reduce antisocial behaviour and landscape crime through the installation of a gate, boulders and bunds. The project has also funded a
flail mower for scrub management to reduce fire risk and facilitate conservation grazing.
Heather management: A heather management pilot has included cutting on the Blorenge Common (Torfaen) and Mynydd
Maen (Torfaen / Caerphilly), and is about to begin on Mynydd Llanhillleth the Coity, and Mynydd James (Torfaen / Blaenau
Gwent). Future work will focus on restoration of areas damaged by illegal off-roading.
Prevention of Wild Fires: (a) The fire service and local authority are developing a series of controlled burning training
courses for commoners, volunteers, landowners and land managers; (b) Vegetation Management where the local authority,
Natural Resources Wales and the fire service funded the hire costs of a heavy-duty remote control mower to cut firebreaks
and improve access. A proposal will shortly be put to partners to part-fund the costs of purchasing the machine, and a draft
TCBC/SWFRS MOU is being developed to enable positive management well beyond the funded project period.
Landscape Crime (Fly-tipping & Illegal Off-roading): Attendance at a landscape crime ‘round table’ partnership group3
which has emerged as a key tool for combatting landscape crime; the South East Wales Resilient Uplands Steering Group
currently function as the delivery sub-group. Landscape crime management plans and a communication plan are in
development and will be scrutinised by the partnership group. These key plans will guide practical action on the ground, many
of which will be funded through the project.
We have also secured funding and appointed a Volunteer Coordinator to coordinate and support volunteering activity across
Torfaen related to the natural environment. This is providing opportunities for confidence building, training, improved
employment prospects and physical activity, also creating more cohesive communities.
The five ways of working are embedded in our activities for this objective:
Integration – our work connects to the other Torfaen PSB objectives by:
 Helping to tackle climate change by capturing carbon, reducing the impact of flooding downstream and restoring
biodiversity;
 Providing recreation for children helping provide the best start in life;
 Preventing chronic ill health and encouraging healthy lifestyles so people can age well;
3

The round Table partnership is chaired by Nick Smith MP for Blaenau-Gwent and includes MP’s and AMs from the SE Wales region, the Police and Crime Commissioner for
Gwent, Gwent Police, NRW, SWFRS and the local authorities.
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 Supporting skills development and provides opportunities for apprenticeships and employment;
 Helping people to feel safe, creating cohesive, safe & confident communities.
Long Term –
 Safeguarding the land for future generations.
 Stimulating the rural economy and providing opportunities to support local farming into the future as well as supporting
skills development and future job opportunities.
 Helping to reduce levels of obesity and inactivity by encouraging people to be active in the outdoors.
 Supporting an ageing population by ensuring access to green space.
 Supporting local food production.
Prevention  Minimising climate change and sustaining upland farming.
 Enhancing biodiversity and eco-connectivity for future generations to enjoy.
 Helping reduce future obesity and obesity related conditions and helping people to improve their physical and mental
health.
 Reducing anti-social behaviour & improving community cohesion.
Involvement  Working with local people and existing voluntary groups so we all understand how we can better look after and use the
countryside.
 Encouraging and supporting local people to get involved now and in the future, in looking after the countryside.
Collaboration  Working with local councillors, sports clubs, schools, allotment holders, leisure facilities, landowners, Natural Resources
Wales and the Gwent Wildlife Trust as well as all the PSB partners.
Our work on this objective contributes to the national well-being goals by:

A prosperous
Wales
A resilient Wales

Opportunities for learning new skills, job creation and supporting business development.

Looking after our environment and helping to capture carbon and reduce the impact of climate
change.
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A healthier Wales
A more equal
Wales
A Wales of
cohesive
communities

Giving people the opportunity to become more active and improve their physical and mental health.
Everyone is welcome to join in whether it is volunteering or working on our projects, being more
active or just enjoying the countryside and being outdoors.
Making our countryside safer for people to enjoy as well as opportunities for people to come together,
make new friendships and help one another.

A Wales of vibrant
culture and
thriving Welsh
language

Opportunities to learn about our history but also to form new cultures and groups that continue to
respect and look after the countryside.

A globally
responsible Wales

Looking after our natural habitat and resources.

2. Develop mitigation and adaptation responses to the impacts of climate change.
Sponsor is Alison Ward, Chief Executive of Torfaen County Borough Council
This is an area that is being taken forward as a regional priority as detailed in Appendix 1. There are two main workstreams:
Climate Mitigation
This includes looking at electric vehicle charging points; where are the existing points and where can new ones be installed.
How many of the vehicles that public services operate now, can be electric or dual fuelled in the future. With better access to
charging points we can then promote electric vehicles to the public.
In the same way we are looking at a Hydrogen Fuel Cell fleet and charging point study and will use the key findings of the
study to identify any opportunities for piloting hydrogen powered vehicles amongst public service fleets in Torfaen and the
Gwent region.
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Climate Adaptation
As part of a collaborative study across Gwent, work has been undertaken in Blaenavon looking at local experiences and
responses to extreme weather, and what we can learn as public services and communities will help us to better cope with,
and respond to, more frequent extreme weather patterns.
Across the two workstreams funding has been provided at a regional level for the above aspects of work, totalling £170k.
Torfaen PSB benefits from this as it is unlikely such funding would have been provided at a local level. Appendix 3 provides
detail on the sources and sums of funding for 2018/19.
The five ways of working are embedded in our activities for this objective:
Integration –
 This workstream contributes to the five PSBs in Gwent delivering their well-being plans.
 Below we demonstrate how the work links to the seven7 national well-being goals.
Long Term –
 The Well-being Plan identified a range of long-term challenges facing our communities that have the potential to impact
on well-being. This included climate change and reliance on a finite supply of fossil fuels.
 Working together to identify opportunities to reduce the carbon emissions associated with the public sector fleet, and using
public sector resources in a smarter way will contribute to the well-being of future generations.
Prevention  Taking action to mitigate the risks of climate change will contribute to the well-being of future generations. Working
together on decarbonisation, rather than individually, will make a bigger difference to emissions in Gwent and encourage
organisations we can influence and our communities to join in.
 Low emission vehicles produce less greenhouse gases and air pollutants, reducing outdoor air pollution and exposure to
pollution which can adversely affect the health of our future generations.
Involvement  The people working and living in our communities have helped the PSBs in Gwent to develop their well-being plans.
 The studies and their findings will inform our next steps and contribute to the delivery of the PSB’s well-being plans.
Collaboration  This is a collaborative project involving five Local Authorities (Caerphilly, Torfaen, Blaenau-Gwent, Monmouthshire and
Newport) Gwent Police, South Wales Fire & Rescue, Aneurin Bevan University Health Board and Natural Resources Wales.
 We have also worked closely with Welsh Government and the Cardiff City Region Deal.
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 In delivering these projects partners have worked together, sharing expertise, to develop effective approaches to improve
well-being. Delivery of this project has involved partners working together through the “Climate Ready Gwent” Task and
Finish group with strategic overview from GSWAG (Gwent Strategic Well-being Assessment Group).
Our work on this objective contributes to the national well-being goals by:

A prosperous
Wales

Taking action to improve the energy efficiency of our vehicles will help promote an innovative, low
carbon society that uses resources efficiently and proportionately and saves money.
This activity may identify opportunities for apprenticeships within current resources and support new
skills to be developed.

A resilient Wales

Identifying opportunities for the use of ultra-low emission vehicles will help mitigate climate change
and help build a more resilient Wales for future generations.

A healthier Wales

Moving away from a reliance on fossil fuels can lead to improvements in air quality and subsequent
reductions in chronic health conditions associated with exposure to poor quality air - for current and
future generations.

A more equal
Wales

Taking action to make our vehicles more energy efficient and to reduce fuel costs will support the
delivery of vital frontline services - especially for the most vulnerable in society.
The impacts of climate change have the potential to further increase inequalities within our
communities and have greater impact on vulnerable groups.
Reducing outdoor air pollution, exposure to which can adversely affect the health of the most
vulnerable in the population, will help create a more equal Wales.

A Wales of
cohesive
communities

Measures to support the transition to a low carbon society will help contribute towards viable, safe and
well-connected communities.
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A Wales of
vibrant culture
and thriving
Welsh language
A globally
responsible
Wales

Taking action to mitigate and adapt to impacts of climate change will help support local cultural identity
which is linked to the environment.
The Welsh language is rooted in landscape ("cwm" and "ffridd" etc) and enhancing and protection of
the landscapes will help preserve the Welsh cultural connection with our iconic landscapes.
Historically and culturally Wales has a strong links to energy generation, exploring new opportunities
related to decarbonisation will pave the way for a cleaner, greener future.
Taking action to reduce our greenhouse gas emissions locally (associated with transport) will help to
mitigate the global impacts of climate change.

3. Provide children and young people with the best possible start in life
Sponsor is Sarah Aitken, Director of Public Health in Aneurin Bevan University Health Board
We are using the Torfaen Children and Young People’s Improvement Board (CYPIB) as a steering group to oversee local
activity for this objective. The CYPIB is made up of most of the PSB partners and includes other agencies such as schools and
colleges. We have looked at our previous work, at what and how we needed to change to make sure we deliver on the Act
and not just badge up existing work. This has led us to four themes which we are now developing or have started delivering:
Early Years:
Childcare Offer - working with Blaenau-Gwent County Borough Council we have increased the number of free child care
places available to 3 and 4 year olds (criteria apply) and so increased uptake of the Welsh Government free childcare offer.
With around 1,000 children eligible in Torfaen, we approved 518 applications as at the end of February 2019. These include
some services provided through the medium of Welsh.
Speech and Language Skills – we have analysed the uptake data of early language support programmes and identified low
uptake. A piece of research was commissioned to understand how families have used speech and language services in the
past and lessons that can be learnt from how to engage families. The ‘First 1000 Days’ pathways group led work looking at
different mechanisms/tools that can be utilised to increase and improve parents knowledge of the 10 key speech and language
messages and encourage uptake of support programme. This work is being co-created with the involvement of parents.
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Wellbeing Offer:
There are many different definitions of ‘well-being’ but here we refer to all activities that are provided in Torfaen that support
children and young people’s well-being on both a physical and emotional level. These include some services provided through
the medium of Welsh.
We needed to better understand what the wellbeing offer to children and young people looks like for 0-25 year olds in Torfaen,
whilst developing a product (information base) that can be used by professionals and help partners plan more effectively.
During 2018 we mapped the majority of services being delivered from across PSB partners and other providers and will now
start to use this data to analyse need against service provision. Going forward we need to work with children, young people
and their families so they can access the right support, at the right time, in the way that is right for them.
Positive Pathways:
This brings together people who are responsible for services for education and learning opportunities to children, young
people and their families. Historically the main focus of this group has been on activities to prevent young people from
becoming NEET (Not in Education, Employment or Training) and over time we have reduced this to a low level; we will
continue this work to make sure as few young people as possible fall into this NEET category now and in the future.
We have recently widened our membership in order to address related issues for vulnerable children and young people in
relation to education and learning opportunities and we held three workshops in 2018/19 to revise and refresh the existing
work plan and focus activities on the wider remit of vulnerable children and young people in Torfaen. The group has carried
out a mapping exercise of existing problem solving groups to improve brokerage and support for vulnerable young people in
an education setting. The group will now consolidate this piece of work and agree on the core principles and functions of each
multi-agency group, removing any possible duplication of meetings and creating a clearer understanding of the pathway of
support for a vulnerable young person.
Participation:
It is important that we include children and young people in our work across all the objectives and, that we do this using best
practice through the national Children’s Rights and Participation Standards. We have worked with Children in Wales to develop
a training programme aimed at staff across PSB organisations, from front-line to PSB members. This will be supported by
each PSB organisation signing up to the Participation Charter and achieving the Kitemark by 2023. The PSB will receive the
proposal in May 2019 and we will take their direction to shape our programme going forward.
Children and young people use the existing youth forums (at Bron Afon Community Housing, the Young Carers Forum and
the local authority supported Youth Forum) and the school councils that operate in every Torfaen school, to get their voices
heard on a wide range of issues and concerns important to them. We have been working with the forums and school councils
to develop a ‘youth parliament’ (note this is a working title for young people to name in the near future) which will give a
platform for children and young people to be involved in the decision-making processes which affect their lives. We already
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have youth forum representatives on the Welsh and UK Youth Parliaments taking young people’s voices from Torfaen to be
heard at the highest levels of public policy development and law-making. We held workshops in 2018/19 to bring children
and young people together and shape an outline model for the Torfaen youth parliament which will be finalised during
May/June 2019; this will be presented to the PSB in September so we can put the new parliament into place by the autumn.
Some children and young people express their views in Welsh and we are working to increase support in this area.
The five ways of working are embedded in our activities for this objective:
Integration – our work connects to the other Torfaen PSB objectives by:
 Helping children and young people to understand the benefits of our natural areas and be involved in looking after them.
 Getting the voice of children and young people heard on climate change and to be part of the long term solutions.
 Encouraging healthy lifestyles from the earliest days, which can also influence families adopting healthier choices.
 Supporting children and young people to take advantage of the opportunities of building skills, taking up apprenticeships
and employment and reducing the risk of being in poverty.
 Helping children and young people to feel safe and be part of creating cohesive, safe & confident communities.
Long Term –
 Giving children and young people a voice in decisions that affect their whole lives.
 Supporting children and young people to be healthy, community-minded and responsible citizens that lead future
generations by example.
 Providing a skilled workforce that can adapt to future changes and take up future job opportunities / become business
leaders of the future; breaking cycles of long term poverty.
 Helping to reduce levels of obesity and inactivity.
Prevention  Supporting children and young people to be more aware of and receptive to making personal changes that minimises
climate change.
 Supporting children and young people to be more aware of and receptive to making personal changes that maximises good
health and well-being.
 Supporting children and young people to be community-minded and responsible citizens that lead future generations by
example.
Involvement  Working with children and young people to involve them in our business and the decision-making processes that affect
their lives.
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 Supporting children and young people to take action themselves to improve the future well-being of our communities and
citizens.
Collaboration  Working with schools, colleges, Careers Wales, Children in Wales, national Youth Parliaments, neighbouring local
authorities and all PSB partners to share information and come together to support our children and young people to the
very best of our abilities.
Our work on this objective contributes to the national well-being goals by:

A prosperous
Wales

Skilling our young people to be employed in or run our future businesses.

A resilient Wales

Encouraging children and young people to look after our environment and help to reduce carbon
emissions that impact on climate change.

A healthier Wales

Supporting children and young people to be active citizens and improve their physical and mental
health.

A more equal
Wales
A Wales of
cohesive
communities
A Wales of
vibrant culture
and thriving
Welsh language

Encouraging all children and young people to have their voice heard and to join in local activities.
Supporting all children and young people to take up the opportunities for learning, employment, good
health and active citizenship.

Involving children and young people in making our communities safe places.

Giving children and young people opportunities to form new friendships and cultures.
Encouraging children and young people to use the Welsh language.
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A globally
responsible
Wales

Encouraging children and young people to develop as active citizens and feel connected to supporting
well-being in the wider world.

4. Supporting healthy lifestyles and enabling people to age well
Sponsor is Bill Purvis, South Wales Planning Manager for Natural Resources Wales
Our well-being assessment identified that communities are complex and dynamic places. Each with a different set of social,
economic, environmental and cultural experiences, which have an influence on the well-being of the people living and working
there. No two communities are exactly the same, which is why taking a “place-based” approach enables us to focus on
the smaller area issues that are vital to improving well-being.
Early collaborative activity has focused on exploring how the PSB can respond meaningfully to the Act; the PSB committed
by establishing a joint “demonstrator” programme relating to “how” we will work together.
A decision was made to initially focus this new approach in Blaenavon for a number of reasons; the data and subjective
discussions indicated differences to other parts of the borough - in respect of its high degree of self-reliance and self-assessed
community spirit alongside challenges around income and its relationship to a very local economy, transport and connectivity.
Additionally there were already some place-based models of working happening on the ground in Blaenavon – the adult social
care patch team and the community safety hub. The priority programme provides the PSB with the opportunity to agree what
the ideal place-based approach should be.
All of this is initially being explored with a focus on the PSB aspiration for improving health and preventing or limiting the
impact of chronic health conditions. The objective is to “Support healthy lifestyles and enable people to age well” and the
initial action (for the first 5 years) set out within the Plan is to support the establishment of Integrated Well-being Networks
(IWNs) that bring together wider community services together with health and social care.
To support the place-based approach we secured a small grant from Welsh Government through their Smart Living
programme with the aim of looking at opportunities to make the community more sustainable through three broad
approaches: smarter systems of working for public services, smarter technology, and smarter behaviours. The funding was
used to appoint Miller Research to work with us.
Early work focused on understanding community assets and the issues facing individuals, along with gaining a broad
understanding of support systems for those needing them, i.e. beginning to develop a rationale and framework / blueprint
for interventions. The work has also looked at best practice examples in place-based working from elsewhere in the UK.
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In Blaenavon self-reported health appears to be good, the reality however is that healthy life expectancy is falling. Current
projections for demographic change shows a rapidly ageing population that is likely to get sicker younger: in other words,
the community is changing without us doing anything, and – if not addressed – will mean increased demand for services. If
we do not take action now to keep people as well and independent for as long as possible then public services will not be able
to cope with demand.
With respect to wider determinants of health, there are challenges in Blaenavon in terms of employment, housing, educational
achievement and in particular the number of households in poverty.
Some of the inferences and findings from the research phase confirm both lessons for public service design and leadership at
the local level, as well as opportunities for the PSB to add value. Early emerging themes include:
Building of health and well-being literacy in communities
 The importance of supporting and utilising 'on-the-ground' community links e.g. Blaenavon Town Council … and so….
 Funding has been secured for a post hosted with Blaenavon Town Council to manage and develop, through partnership
and co-productive working, health related intervention projects which tackle health and well-being inequalities.
Creating healthy environments by threading health and well-being through all public policies (as echoed in the
Well-being of Future Generations Act)
 Best practice examples in place-based working from elsewhere in the UK have been explored. These were tested at a
stakeholder workshop in March 2019.
 The observation that current engagement activity - even in a small community - is uncoordinated, as are the responses.
 The importance of allocating senior executive responsibility for a 'place'.
 The need for better quality insight / data sharing to inform business intelligence, and the expectation that much of this
could be assisted by co-locating a wider range of public services into one “hub” (for Blaenavon this is the Primary Care
Resource Centre).
Empowering communities and supporting them to build assets and social capital – i.e. building community
resilience
 The importance of getting the conditions right for building community resilience (that supports healthy lifestyles and ageing
well) e.g. Community Investment Fund such as the Wigan Deal, place-based working, volunteering offer, role of
technology.
 Building on existing community strengths and some clear opportunities for smarter working.
 Being less risk adverse, being more flexible with the resources that are available to the community.
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Fast moving agendas
There have both been challenges and opportunities with the research as we have been working with strategic and service
developments that have been happening “in real time”.
A particular consideration for this objective is the rapidly emerging activity of closely related work streams through the
Regional Partnership Board (RPB), though this has also provided opportunities. The Gwent RPB is the statutory partnership
under the Social Services and Wellbeing (Wales) Act 2014 and is responsible for the Area Plan with a focus on improving
population health. It brings health and social care services together and complements the PSB and its work programme of
improving wider community well-being.
At the beginning of this phase some elements were broad and unfunded concepts - such as the Integrated Well-being Network,
and more recently developments around Compassionate Communities type models – and now they are being designed in
detail, with funding allocated for the next two years.
Co-ordination of services / activity
Work to date tells us that although Blaenavon is a small place where lots of services are being provided, collaboration,
communications and networking have been a continuing challenge to both public services and the residents. This has resulted
in difficulties in realising opportunities and joining up approaches e.g. aligning asset based community development
approaches of the RPB with the PSBs desire to better involve communities in Blaenavon.
The PSB agenda is competing with many other priorities
A key challenge is ensuring that the shared agenda is recognised amongst all the other competing agendas that individual
bodies have.
Where there are no additional resources available, inevitably this means dis-investing from certain activities and repurposing
that resource. Easier said than done – especially where statutory functions are involved or the ways that budgets are allocated
prevents this from happening.
What Next?
A blueprint is currently being produced with help from Miller Research. This will incorporate a list of features that will set out
how we can work better together over a period of time (to build the blueprinted system – effectively an operating model for
the PSB). This will offer the PSB some choices as to how to enhance community resilience.
Over the next few months we expect to approve the work programme for the Community Health Initiative (Healthier
Blaenavon), and expect to engage with residents, community groups and stakeholders to start to design and implement the
programme and movement that will deliver a Healthier Blaenavon.
The five ways of working are embedded in our activities for this objective:
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Integration – our work connects to the other Torfaen PSB objectives by:
 Encouraging people to use our natural areas to benefit their mental and physical health.
 The healthier people are, the greater their resilience to the likely impacts of climate change e.g. extremes in temperature.
 Supporting people to live healthy lives, where they can achieve their educational potential and become part of a healthy
workforce will contribute to tackling poverty and developing economic resilience.
 Improving local skills can improve knowledge and confidence relating to healthy lifestyle behaviours.
 Improving mental and physical well-being can improve people’s ability to play an active role in the places they live and
can support safe, confident and cohesive communities.
Long Term –
 Supporting more people to a healthy older age where they can continue to work for as long as they wish to, are independent
for as long as possible and are able to carry out caring roles where they can, which will all impact on wider economic wellbeing in the longer term.
 Developing people’s ability to manage their own health and well-being by equipping them with the knowledge, skills and
confidence to do so and by strengthening local integrated well-being networks and community action to create more
cohesive communities.
Prevention –
 Taking action now to support people to live healthy lives and age well will support them to achieve their educational
potential and go on to become part of a healthy workforce, and contribute positively to their communities.
 Supporting people in keeping their independence for as long as possible will also help public services manage demand for
services.
Involvement –
 Working with our citizens to provide the right support and to build their skills and confidence will mean they can better
manage their own health and care needs.
Collaboration  We are working with all the public services that operate in and around Blaenavon and connecting to others that support
healthy lifestyles and ageing well, such as commercial and private businesses.
Our work on this objective contributes to the national well-being goals by:
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Supporting people to live healthy lives, where they can achieve their educational potential and become
part of a healthy workforce will contribute to wider economic well-being.

A prosperous Wales

Supporting more people to a healthy older age where they can continue to work for as long as they
wish to, and are able to carry out caring roles where they can, will impact on wider economic wellbeing.
Having good access to open space for recreation and physical activity can support healthy lifestyles.

A resilient Wales

A healthier Wales

Enabling people to be involved with and take care of our natural environment and resources can
improve levels of physical activity and mental well-being.
Taking preventative measures will help avoid health problems at a later date.
Giving people the opportunity to become more active and improve their physical and mental health.

A more equal Wales

Tackling the issues that are causing health inequalities will support people to achieve their potential.

A Wales of cohesive
communities

Create environments that make the healthy choice, the easy choice and improving feelings of safety
and cohesion will help support people’s mental and physical well-being.

A Wales of vibrant
culture and thriving
Welsh language

Enabling people to participate in activities such as the arts, sports and recreation can be a good way
to improve physical and mental well-being.

A globally
responsible Wales

Enabling people to understand their actions impact on the wider world and how we can make positive
choices will support global well-being.
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5. Tackle the inter-generational patterns of poverty and develop economic resilience
Sponsor is Paula Kennedy, Chief Executive for Melin Homes
The long-standing Welfare Reform Project Group brings together partners who are either responsible for awarding and
administering benefits (Department of Works & Pensions on UK wide benefits and Torfaen CBC on housing benefit and local
hardship funds) or those who work to support people in managing their finances and the impacts of poverty (Citizens Advice
Bureau, Food Bank, housing providers, skills and education providers, advice & information agencies, Torfaen Mind and
Gateway Credit Union). Together this group has been working with people already in poverty or on the brink of poverty, to
mitigate the impact of welfare reforms in Torfaen and promote ‘A Nifty Thrifty Torfaen’ campaign with three messages and
on the ground support to: Reduce your debt; Increase your income; Live more cheaply.
We are looking at how this group can further support the PSB objective by breaking the cycle of some families being in long
term poverty and what actions are needed to build economic resilience.
The work we have done towards improving skills (objective 6) is closely connected to tackling poverty and improving economic
resilience and further progress can be seen in the information below.
The five ways of working are embedded in our activities for this objective:
Integration –
 Supporting people to improve their physical and mental health.
 Supporting families to give children a best start in life.
 Supporting people to develop skills and take up job opportunities.
Long Term –
 Seeking to break the patterns of poverty we see in some of our communities and families.
 Supporting skills development and future job opportunities.
Prevention  Being aware of those at risk of poverty and offering early advice and support.
Involvement  Working with local people and communities to understand issues people face and work with them to find solutions.
Collaboration  We work with a wide range of partners including the Council, DWP, Citizens Advice Bureau, Housing Associations and
landlords and Health.
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Our work on this objective contributes to the national well-being goals by:

A prosperous Wales

Improving people’s income and ability to manage their finances.

A healthier Wales

Giving people the opportunity to afford healthier choices.

A more equal Wales

Giving people the opportunity to fulfil their potential.

A Wales of cohesive
communities

Reducing tensions that can occur when people are in financial hardship.

A Wales of vibrant
culture and thriving
Welsh language

Opportunities for people to be able to afford participating in the arts, sports and recreation.

6. Improve local skills through work-force planning, training, apprenticeships, and volunteering opportunities
Sponsor is Alan Brunt, Chief Executive for Bron Afon Housing
Three planned and structured workshop sessions were held between July and October 2018 and we were keen to ensure were
heard from as many partners as possible, wanting to stretch our thinking, be bold and ambitious. Above all we are conscious
if we are going to make a difference in the short, medium and long term we need to add value.
In essence we explored at a local (Blaenavon & Torfaen- wide) and regional level:





What work is already happening? Quick wins!
Where are the links with other plans?
How can we ensure we embed the 5 ways of working?
What is working well that we need to do more of?
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 What can we do differently to make improvements in current practice?
 What collective resources are available?
 What opportunities are there to jointly procure services?
In addition to the workshops we have held a series of individual meetings with key partners and attended a number of
partnership meetings. The conversations focused on the following areas:











Employability work
The Foundational Economy
Labour Market Intelligence
Planning
Alignment on volunteering and training programmes
Apprenticeships – maximising the opportunities through Y Prentis ( a construction based apprenticeship scheme)
EU Policy and External Funds
Procurement
Community Hubs
City Deal and the Valleys Taskforce

The output of the workshops and meetings have resulted in the following three overarching themes with some specific actions.
Developing Skills
 Workforce development and Well-being
 Alignment of volunteering and training programmes to maximise a range of opportunities
 Development of a pan- PSB Trusted Partnerships Programme with schools [ and the new 6th Form College ]
 Build a PSB work experience programme, offering problem solving and transferable skills
 Investigate further what can be done to support adults and people mid – career / work cycle who need to change their
employment
 Explore joint procurement opportunities for public sector spend and maximise our role as anchor institutes in supporting
the local economy
Co-ordinating Services
 Map existing services to understand what is already going on to ensure we can better align and stop duplicating efforts
 Work together to mitigate the effects of welfare reform
 Develop shared ICT systems and information sharing protocols
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 Work collaboratively to develop Community Hubs that will exist across the County Borough to offer local people a range of
services
 Work more collaboratively on support for individuals / households – ‘support around the family ‘
Maximising Opportunities
 Develop programmes that support people of all abilities and backgrounds to raise aspirations and reach potential
 Engage local businesses /employers to develop a skilled local workforce that meet the requirements of the labour market
 Work together to support households to maximise income
 Increase the number of homes available locally to ensure local people will have more choices and access to quality homes
that are affordable, safe and secure
 Develop digital technologies to help people to stay connected
 Exploit opportunities for citizens arising from the Cardiff City Regional Deal and Valleys Taskforce
We have a number of further conversations planned for April 2019 (Careers Wales, DWP and Business Community) before
finalising the delivery plan in May.
It is our intention to set up a multi–agency steering group in May to oversee implementation of the delivery plan for the
above work, and to fulfil a monitoring and evaluation role.
The draft delivery plan will be presented to the first steering group meeting for consideration and approval. It will be presented
to the Officer Support Group and the Public Services Board to get everyone on board and ensure links are made with the
other activities taking place.
The five ways of working are embedded in our activities for this objective:
Integration – our work connects to the other Torfaen PSB objectives by:
 Supporting children and young people with the best start in life.
 Developing a skilled workforce so people can afford healthy choices.
Long Term –
 Supporting and stimulating local businesses and job opportunities by having a skilled workforce.
 Helping people to access work opportunities for as long as they wish to and support them to age well.
Prevention  Working with businesses to anticipate the skills needed in the future and enable people to become skilled in those areas.
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 Working with businesses and local people, educational and training bodies so people can take advantage of all
opportunities.
Collaboration  Working with all the PSB partners and others to maximise opportunities for business development, transport links and skill
development.
Our work on this objective contributes to the national well-being goals by:

A prosperous Wales

Opportunities for learning new skills, job creation and supporting business development.

A healthier Wales

Giving people the opportunity to afford healthier choices.

A more equal Wales

Giving people the opportunity to fulfil their potential.

A Wales of vibrant
culture and thriving
Welsh language

Opportunities for people to be able to afford participating in the arts, sports and recreation.

7. Create safe, confident communities and promote community cohesion
Sponsor is Julian Williams, Chief Constable for Gwent Police
There are seven areas that we are focused on and working with partners is essential as it is not something police services
can tackle on our own.
Community Safety Hub – We have enhanced the Torfaen Hub throughout 2018 and now bring officers together from police,
fire, ambulance, housing and anti-social behaviour, once a fortnight. We follow a people and places approach that focusses
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on identifying and addressing vulnerability and demand within communities and, if necessary we arrange further meetings to
resolve specific issues bringing in colleagues from health, schools or other agencies. As the PSB is exploring a place-based
approach starting in Blaenavon, we will now hold quarterly partnership meetings to review community safety matters
specifically within the Blaenavon area.
Multi Agency Pupil Intervention (MAPI) - Introduced in 2018 to share information about young people in schools who
are involved in or on the cusp of anti-social behaviour (ASB) or crime. Multi-agency plans are put in place to support the
individual and family to prevent further escalation. It identifies Adverse Childhood Experiences (ACEs) which allows
professionals to have multi agency discussions to provide the necessary support.
Healthy Relationships - Commenced in January 2019, the Healthy Relationships project, funded by the OPCC’s office, aims
to educate and raise awareness of healthy / un-healthy relationships for 14-25-year olds. This includes Sexting, Child Sexual
Exploitation, Domestic Abuse, Perception, Organised Crime, Stereotyping, Pornography and Consent. We anticipate 3000+
young people from across Gwent will participate within a 12 month period.
Community Assist - The Community Assist Pop Up (Community Assist) initiative was introduced in 2018, consisting of a
multi-agency problem solving committee that mobilises a quick-time response to relevant locations, to address community
issues before they intensify.
Memory Assessment Service Torfaen (MAST) - Referrals from GPs and nurses to the South Wales Fire & Rescue Service
involving vulnerable patients through age, dementia or widowhood to ensure home safety assessments and advice are
undertaken by the fire service.
Deliberate Grass Fires - During 2018 South Wales Fire & Rescue Service (SWFRS) undertook the Dawns Glaw project to
tackle grass fires which included the Torfaen area and consisted (among others) SWFRS, Gwent Police, Natural Resources
Wales, Young Farmers Wales and Public Health Wales. The work was a 3 pronged approach (education / diversion /
enforcement) that resulted in substantial reduction in grass fires within the local authority area.
Analytical Product - Community Safety data is obtained twice yearly by the OPCC funded Safer Gwent analyst that provides
an analytical product for the areas of Cwmbran, Pontypool and Blaenavon in the form of Peak Profiles. This feeds into the
overall Strategic Assessment and shapes partner activity.
Mini Police Scheme - There are three established mini police schemes within the Torfaen area, one of which is Blaenavon.
Blaenavon Primary School has been selected and successfully embedded the Mini Police initiative aimed at children aged 9 –
11 years which forms part of the overarching Citizens in Policing Strategy.
The five ways of working are embedded in our activities for this objective:
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Integration – our work connects to the other Torfaen PSB objectives by:
 Helping to prevent damage to our natural areas and grasslands.
 Giving children and young people opportunities to become involved in good citizenship activities.
 Helping people to feel safe so they are active in their local community and surrounding natural areas to benefit their
physical and mental health and well-being.
 Working with partners in health to maximise health outcomes to our most vulnerable citizens.
Long Term –
 Safeguarding the land for future generations.
 Helping to reduce levels of obesity and inactivity by encouraging people to be active in the outdoors.
 Supporting an ageing population to be safe in their homes.
 Fostering good citizenship for future generations.
Prevention  Ensuring young people are aware of consequences of healthy and unhealthy relationships.
 Early intervention to prevent escalation of community issues.
 Reducing risk of harm through early intervention.
 Reducing the likelihood of offending through diversionary / educational activities.
 Promoting good citizenship in young persons.
Involvement  Working with local people and community groups to understand local issues and work together on the best responses.
 Encouraging and supporting local people to get involved in leading activity groups that foster friendships, support networks
and help community cohesion and safety.
Collaboration  We work with many different agencies and services, using community safety hubs to discuss ‘hot spots’ and rising issues
so we can provide the best early intervention and response as well as plan for longer term action where needed.
 Our analytical product captures police, fire, health and other partner data and is shared across partners to help the work
we do together and as individual organisations.
Our work on this objective contributes to the national well-being goals by:

A prosperous Wales

Opportunities for learning new skills that support job creation and business development.
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A resilient Wales

A healthier Wales

A more equal Wales

A Wales of cohesive
communities

Looking after our environment and reduce the impact of climate change.
Helping young people to have healthy and safe relationships.
Giving people the opportunity to become more active and improve their physical and mental health.
Helping people to feel safe and enable to fulfil their potential.

Making our communities safer for people and providing opportunities for people to come together,
make new friendships and help one another.

A Wales of vibrant
culture and thriving
Welsh language

Creating safe environments for people to be able to participate in the arts, sports and recreation.

A globally
responsible Wales

Helping to look after our natural habitat and resources.
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APPENDIX 3 - FUNDING YEAR 1 DELIVERY OF THE WELL-BEING PLAN
The Well-being of Future Generations Act does not provide any grant or transitional funding to public services boards however Torfaen
PSB has been able to access funding for specific pieces of work and some partners have made individual contributions during 2018/19.
Developing the Board through culture and behaviour change
Successful application to Welsh Government’s Academi Welsh Government / Academi Wales
Wales ‘One Wales Leadership programme’ means
Aneurin Bevan UHB
Torfaen PSB is hosting a graduate for 2 academic
Natural Resources Wales
years – Sept 2018 to August 2020. Figures here are for
Melin Homes
the period Sept 2018 to March 2019.
Torfaen CBC
Preparing for future scenarios
Using part of the regional funding available to a group of
PSBs, the five PSBs in the Gwent area have worked
Welsh Government (£19,026 across Gwent so
with Ash Futures at a regional and local level to explore Torfaen benefits from 1/5th share)
the most likely scenarios that could affect our areas.
These could develop from a number of reasons /
Welsh Government (£6k shared between Newport &
sources such as environmental, social, political,
Torfaen for specific risk register work)
technical or other. This work will allow PSBs to prepare
and respond over the coming years to adapt or mitigate
as necessary.
Green spaces and natural resources
Match funding from PSB partners to the Natural
Welsh Government
Resources Wales grant to support development of a
Natural Resources Wales
green infrastructure.
Torfaen CBC
This will complement the Gwent Green Grid work that is South Wales Fire & Rescue
attracting £4m from Welsh Government over 3 years
Office of the Police & Crime Commissioner for Gwent
from July 2019, to develop the strategic approach
Aneurin Bevan UHB
across the region and support some local delivery.
Melin Homes
Bron Afon Community Housing
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£11,095.00
£2,774.00
£2,774.00
£2,774.00
£2,774.00

£3,805.00

£3,000.00

£10,000.00
£25,000.00
£5,000.00
£1,000.00
£1,000.00
£1,000.00
£1,000.00
£1,000.00

Climate change
Regional funding was drawn down across the five PSBs
in Gwent for a number of projects under tackling climate
change.
The ‘lived experiences’ project is looking at how local
people have dealt with extreme weather patterns up to
now.
The electric vehicle infrastructure charging point
study looked at existing charging points and where
these could be located. This work was for the whole of
Gwent and the 5 local authority areas and several PSB
partners have contributed; therefore Torfaen PSB is
benefiting from more than our local contribution.
Total funding was £28k and this was commissioned and
managed by Caerphilly CBC on behalf of the
partnership.

The electric vehicle fleet review looked at vehicles
operated by our public services which could be electric;
this complements the charging point study above. This
was also at a Gwent level and funded by Welsh
Government’s Decarbonisation Team. Welsh
Government’s Energy Service (WGES) (Carbon Trust
and Energy Saving Trust) delivered the project.

Welsh Government (£40k across the five areas in the
Gwent region so Torfaen benefits from 1/5th share)

Total funding £28k (so Torfaen benefits from 1/5th
share)
Welsh Government: £10k
Natural Resources Wales: £10k
Blaenau-Gwent CBC: £1k
Caerphilly CBC: £1k
Monmouthshire CC: £1k
Newport CC: £1k
Torfaen CBC: £1k
Gwent Police: £1k
Aneurin Bevan UHB: £1k
South Wales Fire & Rescue: £1k

Welsh Government (£75k across the five areas in the
Gwent region so Torfaen benefits from 1/5th share)
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£8,000.00

£5,600.00

£15,000.00

The Hydrogen Fuel Cell fleet and charging point
study is being funded from the Welsh Government
Smart Living Programme. Funding had already been
allocated to Monmouthshire County Council to explore
the potential for hydrogen fuel cell charging points and
hydrogen fuel cell fleet. To ensure that the Gwent area
has a complete overview of electric vehicle and
hydrogen opportunities, Smart Living have contributed
£27k funding to extend the Monmouthshire review to the
whole of Gwent.

Welsh Government Smart Living Programme (£27k
across four areas in the Gwent region – to
complement the funding to Monmouthshire - so
Torfaen benefits from a quarter share)

£6,750.00

Best start in life
No funding has been drawn down from external sources
in year one and PSB partners have not committed any
specific funding to date. We have used officer time and
existing systems so far.
Healthy lifestyles and ageing well
We have been able to use Welsh Government Smart
Living funding to explore a place-based approach to
improving healthy lifestyles in Blaenavon.
Welsh Government have managed this grant,
commissioning consultants Miller Research, direct.

Welsh Government

Tackling poverty & economic resilience
No funding has been drawn down from external sources
in year one and PSB partners have not committed any
specific funding to date. We have used officer time and
existing systems so far.
Improving skills
No funding has been drawn down from external sources
in year one and PSB partners have not committed any
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£50,000.00

specific funding to date. We have used officer time and
existing systems so far.
Community safety & cohesion
No funding has been drawn down from external sources
in year one and PSB partners have not committed any
specific funding to date. We have used officer time and
existing systems so far.
Total collective funding to Torfaen PSB for 2018/19

£159,346.00
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